Bid for IFLA WLIC* in 2024

- **90%** of delegates attracted by the worldwide aspect of the conference
- **15K-21K** bed nights in local hotels
- **45%** of delegates extend their visit to holiday in the host country
- **3K-4K** delegates from 130 different countries
- **5-7** night stays from delegates due to multi-day congress
- **US$ 1K-5K**/person in the host country excluding flight costs
- **US$ 2.5-3 million** average injection of expenditure into host country
- **Showcase libraries, culture, city, country**
- **Majority of delegates** benefit from the world-wide aspect of the conference
- **45%** of delegates extend their visit to holiday in the host country
- **90%** of delegates attracted by the world-wide aspect of the conference

**Timeline for WLIC 2024**

- **June 2022**: Call opens with invitations to national associations
- **September 2022**: Bid information submitted, government support/sponsorship /incentives required = €700,000
- **October-December 2022**: Shortlist announced and detailed information and financial data sought
- **January-March 2023**: Site visits held
- **April 2023**: Decision by governing board

*IFLA WORLD LIBRARY AND INFORMATION CONGRESS*